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CIOs Consult LinkedIn Network When Making Purchasing Decisions

By Bill Gerneglia

 

Who ever said that CIOs were non-social by nature and would never evolve to
embrace social media to help them make lage purchasing decisions? This was the
view of the typical CIO just a few years ago. They were cast as reticent by nature
and largely viewed by the C-Suite as introspective on many IT matters. Not any
longer!

 

The CIOs of most
organizations have changed
significantly as many are
taking full advantage of social
media to closely connect with
customers and to promote
their products and services. 

 

Some new research by
LinkedIn reveals that social
networks have emerged as a
top purchase and evaluation
tool among CIOs and IT
decision makers. The majority
of these tech professionals
connect to IT vendors on
social media sites, and a
significant number say that
social media plays a role in
every stage of the acquisition
process. With IT spending
expected to reach more than
$3.5 billion this year, making
the correct purchasing
decision is a critical success
factor for growth. 

 

 

CIOs today are increasingly seeking accurate and current product and sevices
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information and social networks are there to provide access to the knowledge
experts. Peer reviews of software, hardware, services and direct access to vendors
help the CIO to make the right choice.

 

The research specifically focused on social media’s effect and, in a separate
follow-up study with Research Now, zeroed in on how these professionals are
engaging with LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter as they navigate the decision making
process. In both studies, they surveyed 400 ITDMs across a diverse range of
industries throughout North America.

 

Called the  "IT Purchasing Goes Social", the study aims to understand the growing
and pervasive influence social platforms have on ITDMs so there is greater insight
for B2B marketers on how to cut through the noise.

 

Here are a few selected highlights from the survey:

 

1. 85% of IT decision makers have used at least one social network for making
business decisions.

 

2. 73% of those surveyed have engaged with an IT vendor on a social network.

 

3. 59% report being influenced by at least one social network when making a
technology purchase.

 

4. Approximately 50% report using social networks during each of the five phases
of decision making: gaining awareness, evaluating scope, planning the purchase,
product selection and implementation.

 

5. 40% say social networks allow them to quickly find information during a purchase
decision.

 

6. More and more, ITDMs turn to their individual social networks to streamline and
validate the enormous volume of information they receive. They find their
professional social networks, in particular, to be a place of trust, efficiency,
relevance, and access. 

 

7. Ninety five percent use LinkedIn, for business purposes. Trusted opinions and
information from peers are the number one drivers of use, as 58% leverage social
networks to learn from peers. 
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